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Teaching the Pros How to Play with Music
Making music a part of daily life is one of the primary
goals of Music Together, but knowing how to do this does
not necessarily come naturally to everyone. Surprisingly,
even professional musicians and music
educators with wonderful music skills may
be inexperienced when it comes to “playing” with music in a Music Together class.
In recent interviews with music professionals ranging from Ph.D.s to military
band personnel, it became clear that even
the musically educated can discover new
ways of learning through Music Together’s
unique approach to music-making.
Michael Alan Anderson, Assistant Professor
of Musicology at Rochester University’s
Eastman School of Music, is the proud
dad of two young children. Three years
ago, when his daughter was not yet one,
he enrolled in a Music Together class.
As he confesses, “I was admittedly very
skeptical…about how basic musicianship
could be taught to a six-month-old. I can
only say it was part of the skepticism I had
for introducing children to ‘non-classical’
music at such a young age.” However,
within a few months of attending classes,
Dr. Anderson discovered that Music
Together’s non-formal approach to making
music encouraged his children, as well
as himself, to explore music in the
classroom and at home in creative
and inspiring ways.
While the Anderson family has
always been musical, Music
Together’s songs and activities
soon became a part of the
family’s daily routine as they
sang and played with the
music during mealtimes, in
the car, and on many walks
around their neighborhood.
“Music Together has made
music accessible by showing
that music is a part of life,
not necessarily a separate

extracurricular activity,” concludes Dr.
Anderson. “Never in my dreams could I
see my daughter—almost three-and-a-half
now—lying on her back for a lullaby singing
‘May there always be music…’ in razor-sharp
pitch and rhythm.”
Kenya and Gabriela Masala of Austin,
Texas, also discovered the joy of “playing”
with music while attending Music Together
with their two-year-old daughter Talia.
“As musicians and lovers of music, we are
constantly impressed by the quality of the
Music Together songs,” the couple says.
The Masalas run Source Consulting Group,
conducting corporate and community
trainings that use dance, drumming, and
the arts to guide and empower companies
and individuals. With their background, it’s
no surprise that their daughter is growing
up in a musical household. However,
they have been astonished by the depth
of Talia’s musical growth since attending
Music Together classes. “After the first three
sessions, the faucet really opened up for
Talia,” says Kenya. “There was improvisation
pouring out of her constantly. The level at
which she started singing was beautiful.”
Adds Gabriela, “Kenya and I really interact
with her with the music and the songs.
We love the way it’s woven itself into her
consciousness, woven itself into her life on a
daily basis. The CDs are always a part of our
pre-breakfast ritual!”
The concept of weaving music into our daily
lives is typically not part of the Western
approach to learning music. For many
adults, memories of music education tend
to revolve around regimented note reading
and hours of practice, followed by recitals and performances. “Although I am from
a musical family, I did not officially start
making music of my own until high school,”
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It has been a beautiful October here in the northeast, a paradoxical
counterpoint to the disturbing storms in the global financial markets.
At times like these, we feel lucky to be doing the work we do:
bringing the joy and benefits of music making to children and the
grownups who love them. We know how important this is, because
music can play a unique and essential role in getting people through
tough times.
Why is that? What is it in the musical experience that helps us be,
well, alive? What is it that helps us transcend our reality for even
just a moment? Like all great mysteries, we can only guess at
“reasons,” but we know for certain when it’s happening—whether
during a great performance of great music that is simply sublime, or
in the more commonplace but essential course of surviving a long
family car trip with the help of those Music Together CDs!
The most obvious reason is simply pleasure. As humans, we like
music, and we especially like making it—just look at the children! Of
course, Music Together is dedicated to helping grownups transcend
their inhibitions so they can join in the fun, too.
And then there’s the special satisfaction grownups enjoy, spending
quality time with their own children, whether in class or at home.
This aspect is especially appreciated by parents of preschoolers
attending schools that have adopted Music Together. Between the
CDs and songbooks at home and special events at school, families
have a shared experience of curriculum and community that is rare
in childcare today.
Making music is a multi-dimensional experience that involves all of
our human capacities. Note that I say making music—singing, dancing/moving, speaking rhythmic rhymes, playing instruments—not
just listening to it. Think of what we use in class: our eyes, ears,
voice, breath, body parts small and large, a brain and the neurological system to coordinate it all—not to mention heart, soul, and spirit.
Another way to think of it: we use all our different kinds of intelligence—linguistic, mathematical, inter- and intra-personal (social
and emotional), bodily-kinesthetic, spatial, and, of course, musical.
No wonder making music can help us transform or elevate our
mental, emotional, social, and physical feelings or perceptions. This
is also why it is such a powerful developmental experience for your
child, why more and more evidence is validating the idea that music
learning supports all learning (see back cover article).
There is one more aspect to music making that is very important.
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states Dr. Anderson. “I can tell you that my first high school choir experience
was very much in the English tradition (perfection of the choral sound, lack of
movement or gesture), which in many ways conflicts with how young minds
expand through music…. Music Together has much to
teach grownups—even those in Ph.D. programs—about how kids learn.”
Gunnery Sergeant Michelle Urzynicok is a clarinetist in the “President’s Own”
US Marine Band in Washington, DC. She brings her two children, ages
sixteen months and three years, to Music Together and believes that their
level of musical development is far greater than what she achieved when she
was young, even after she began formal music training. “My three-year-old can
match pitches and repeat rhythms back without even thinking about it. It took
me a couple of years of conservatory training before I was comfortable doing
that!” she exclaims. “I love that they are completely comfortable and confident
singing, dancing, and moving to music and rhythms. It doesn’t matter if it’s
‘right’ or not, they just do it. I was always very timid and uncomfortable
singing in front of anyone, even as I started my professional musical training.
I don’t think my children will have any of my hang-ups because it will be
second nature for them. I’d love for them to be happy amateurs some day, but
if one or both of them should decide to pursue music professionally, I can’t
even imagine the advantages they will have.”
Encouraging music
exploration rather
than performance is an
important component
of Music Together
classes. Music Together
works to create an
environment that
founder/director
Kenneth K. Guilmartin
describes as musically
rich, yet immediately
accessible to children
and adults. “We know
that all children are
musical,” explains
Guilmartin. “Children
have such a natural
tendency to make music
that they blossom in
a developmentally
appropriate music
environment.” As part of that music environment, the Music Together
curriculum offers a rich blend of original songs and traditional tunes from folk,
jazz, and world-music traditions in a variety of tonalities, meters, and musical
styles. These offerings go far beyond the scope of typical “children’s music,”
allowing families to greatly increase their musical repertoire. Even the music
“pros” who attend classes are impressed by the music’s quality.
“We love the layers of the music, and the wide scope of songs,” says Gabriela.
She is delighted that she and her daughter can attend a class in which families
experience sophisticated music in a playful environment. “Growing up, I
don’t think my music lessons had this level of heart-grabbing attention. It
wasn’t introduced as something fun. It’s been a real pleasure to experience the
intricacy and depth of Music Together’s musical learning.”
—Kate Battenfeld, Music Together Contributing Writer
and Center Director, Carlsbad, Oceanside, and Vista CA

I have written before about how music creates instant community.
From the acoustic “community” of harmony, overtones, and
sympathetic vibration, to the shared experience of the participants
involved, the community that music creates can be seen every week
in your Music Together class. Then you and your child “bring the
harmony home” to the rest of your family, friends, and neighbors.
So, to put it in the financial language we are hearing everywhere
today, consider the value-to-cost ratio of Music Together in your
educational, social, and personal-pleasure portfolios! It would be
hard to find a better investment these days—one you can count on
to produce dividends year after year for you and your child.

Ongoing Research and Development at CMYC ®
The Center for Music and Young Children® (CMYC), developer of Music Together,
was founded in 1985. CMYC is committed to helping families, caregivers, and early
childhood professionals rediscover the pleasure and educational value of informal
musical experiences. Rather than emphasizing traditional music performances,
CMYC encourages family participation in spontaneous musical activity occurring
within the context of daily life. CMYC recognizes that all children are musical and
that every child needs a stimulating, supportive music environment to achieve
basic competence in the wonderful human capacity for music-making.
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Kenneth K. Guilmartin
Founder/Director, Music Together LLC

Parent & Teacher
At Music Together teacher trainings,
participants from a variety of fields learn
about music development in children
and how to nurture it. They also learn
how to create lesson plans, lead song
and movement activities, and deal with
classroom management issues. The
three-day intensive session is engaging,
informative, and quite challenging.
Among the most challenged trainees, curiously
enough, can be those who
already have degrees as
music educators. Since the
grand tradition of music
instruction passed down in
universities still tends to be a
formal method better suited
to older students, our music-educator trainees—even
those who come from kindred methods such as Orff
and Kodaly—may never have experienced
a non-formal method designed to begin
at birth. Therefore, they have the unique
challenge of shifting their understanding
of what “music education” looks like.
It’s exciting to watch these educators
move from perplexity to delight in three
days. In demonstration classes, they can
see for themselves how music behaviors

emerge in a non-formal setting and how
this kind of informal work with young
children prepares them for more formal
music education later in life. A three- or
four-year-old who can repeat or even
invent tonal and rhythm patterns becomes
a six- or seven-year-old who can recognize these patterns in written music. A
child who has happily learned to sing in
tune and move with accurate rhythm while under no
direct performance pressure
can later understand how
to reproduce in-tune and
in-rhythm sounds on a piano
or violin.
Most of all, this growth happens naturally and playfully.
Many educators and musicians who can skillfully play
music have little idea how to
engage in music “play” with
a child’s sense of invention and delight.
Music Together brings a sense of joyful
ease in music-making to parents, children,
and teachers alike.
For more information on teaching Music
Together, please feel free to call us at
(800) 728-2692 x329 or visit us online at
www.musictogether.com.

Foolin' Around
Just as children need a lot of experience hearing
language in order to learn to speak, they need a rich
variety of music experience to become “fluent” in
music. For this reason, Music Together CDs provide
a wide range of styles from lyrical to blues, from
folk to boogie, in a variety of tonalities
and meters.
Experiencing different types of music
helps develop your child’s audiation,
that is, the mental process by which
we learn to “think” music. As they
mentally sift through, compare, and
contrast various sounds, children begin
to understand music on an intuitive level,
giving them a good ground for exploring it
on a more formal basis as they get older.
While Music Together CDs will provide
all the musical “nutrients” needed to
stimulate and support your child’s growing music skills and understanding, you
shouldn’t hesitate to offer them a bigger
musical banquet. Very young children are
naturally curious and will generally respond to
and enjoy many types of music.
Try listening to a variety of music while you and
your child are riding in the car or playing at home.
Tune in to various radio stations or look through

your own collection to find pop music, rock, avantgarde, jazz, world music, or classical. There’s no
need to do this in a formal or self-conscious way—
just listen and play. Don’t be surprised if your child
responds to both rock ‘n’ roll and classical music by
dancing. Although nowadays we think of audiences
sitting still during classical concerts, the very names
of the musical selections—”minuet,” “gavotte,” or
“gigue”—are often the names of dances. Make up
your own “minuet,” or use the sound of different
instruments to inspire your movements.
As you experiment with musical choices, try to
notice your child’s responses. Many children find
music with an underlying rhythmic drive especially appealing. They also enjoy contrasts, such
as changes in timbre (instrumental color) and
dynamics. Such contrasts tend to hold their interest more readily.
Above all, play music that you enjoy yourself.
Ultimately, it is your own enthusiasm that will help
your child develop an interest in and love for music.
Child-friendly and creative instruments are available
at Music Together LLC. For a brochure or to place
an order, you may contact us in any of the following
ways: call (800) 728-2692 (x345) between 9 am and 4
pm est; email storeorders@musictogether.com; fax to
(609) 466-9123; or visit www.musictogether.com.

My two-year-old always
begins to cry in class when
it’s time for the lullaby. Why
is that and what can I do?

?

Call and
Response
Some children get upset at lullaby-time
because they’ve come to recognize
it as a sure sign that class is coming
to an end. If that’s the case, you can
reassure your child that you’ll return to
class next week, and that in the meantime you can listen to the CD and make
music together at home.
More often, children are responding
emotionally to the rituals that many
teachers use to signal the lullaby, such
as lowering the lights or lying on the
floor. In the child’s mind, a grievous
offense is occurring: music class is
being interrupted by a nap! If you suspect this is the problem, assure your
child that she needn’t go to sleep or
even lie down. Stay seated upright, or
even stand if necessary while everyone
else lies down.
Talk with your teacher about other
ways to handle it. In some classes,
children crow like roosters or call,
“Wake up!” at the end of the lullaby;
so perhaps you can encourage your
child to help “wake” the class. And don’t
underestimate the power of words. One
teacher solved a particularly difficult
case of the weepies by dropping the
“L-word” altogether and simply saying,
“It’s time for the quiet song.” The child
in question never cried again at that
spot in the lesson plan.
Most importantly, get in the habit of
singing a lullaby every night to your
child, perhaps while looking at the
songbook. This will help her associate
the lullaby with a special time
of quiet warmth spent with
her loved one.

!

O utrea c h

Music Together is a research-based program which seeks to
continually evaluate the impact of its classes and programs.
Most recently, director Jackie Jacobs’ Music Together
Preschool program in Bridgeport CT was evaluated as part
of a government-funded research study.

domains of Cognitive Change and Language
Development.” These findings suggest what many
Music Together parents, teachers, and administrators
already believe—that music learning supports all learning.

While it is wonderful to have a confirmation of the value
of Music Together Preschool in this particular assessment,
the real benefits are less tangible. “Through doing this work,
my appreciation and understanding of the value of Music
Together has deepened immeasurably,” says Jackie. “I see
and hear children singing, making up verses, excited and
engaged, being allowed to move around the classroom….
I see teachers singing more when they want to focus or
transition their class. The evidence is obvious, even without
the scientific data that supports what we see. That data does
not begin to measure all that is going on with these children.”

During the 2007–2008 academic year, evaluations were conducted
in ten Music Together Preschool classes which were held in
Head Start preschools managed by the Agency for Bridgeport
Community Development (ABCD). The study evaluated the
impact of arts education—including Music Together Preschool
—as a way to bridge the achievement gap.
The preliminary results from this study affirm that children in
Music Together Preschool classes made “statistically significant gains
on the Head Start Creative Curriculum Assessment in the
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a research-based,
developmentally appropriate
music and movement program for
infant, toddler, preschool, and
kindergarten children with their
parents, teachers, and other primary caregivers. A curriculum
pioneer since 1987.

• Music Together Family Favorites CD
®

®

• Child-safe musical instruments
• Music Together classes near you
• Teacher training information
• Research, articles, stories

Winter 2009
bells
Spring 2009
triangle
Summer 2009
summer songs 1
Fall 2009
fiddle
Receive a new songbook plus
two CDs—one for home, one
to go—every season!

www.musictogether.com

Share the music you love this season with Music Together®
Family Favorites®. Buy two or more copies of our awardwinning CD, and we’ll ship them free! Use code FNL at
musictogether.com/FamilyFavorites.

Special holiday gift savings!
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